Bible Study: The Blessing of the First Fruits
January 12, 2022
2022: The Year of Activation
Proverbs 3:9-10; Leviticus 23:10
1. The FIRSTFRUIT in Hebrew is !bikkurim” and literally means !promise to
come.” And there is ONE who never breaks His promise: _______________.
That is why the truth behind this !promise to come” in God"s Word is so
powerful.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Man
God
King
All of the above

2. Though long overlooked by many, this divine establishment of God"s order
of things is actually the root that governs the rest. When we keep !first
things ________” through faith and obedience, we turn God"s promise into
ABUNDANT PROVISION! The giving of FIRSTFRUIT is to be given without
delay, along with the tithe (II Chronicles 31:5).
A.
B.
C.
D.

First
Second
Last
None of the above

3. FIRSTFRUITS are giving the first portion to GOD. Giving the first portion
of your finances to God will cause all of your finances for the rest of the year
to be _________. FIRSTFRUITS causes God to treat your finances as
________ giving you favor with GOD because your finances are connected
to the FIRST FRUIT OFFERING. (Romans 11:16)
A.
B.
C.
D.

Righteous
Justified
Holy
Cursed

4. Givers of FIRSTFRUIT OFFERING enjoy God"s comprehensive
insurance. Jeremiah 2:3 says, !God issues automatic judgment on whoever
or whatsoever attempts to _________ givers of FIRSTFRUIT.”
A. Holiness
B. Increase

C. Devour
D. Disaster
5. The giving of FIRSTFRUIT OFFERING must be accompanied with
__________ (Deuteronomy 26:10).
6. Where must the FIRSTFRUIT OFFERING must be taken to? (Exodus
23:19; 34:26);

7. FIRSTFRUITS are to be offered once during each cycle of harvest, which
was _______________ in biblical times. Where there are multiple planting
seasons within one year, the FIRSTFRUIT OFFERING becomes due after each
harvest exercise. (Nehemiah 10:35)
A.
B.
C.
D.

Annually
Monthly
Weekly
Daily

8. God was called upon to specifically ________ the giver of FIRSTFRUIT
(Nehemiah 13:31).
A.
B.
C.
D.

Curse
Denounce
Remember
None of the above

9. FIRSTFRUITS impart a blessing on your _______. Many times, a financial
blessing is not our main need or concern. Having a blessing on your
___________ positions you to enjoy physical, spiritual and emotional
healing for you and your family. When you give FIRSTFRUITS, not only do
you benefit, but your loved ones do also. (Ezekiel 44:30)
10. Scripture is clear that God expects our tithes, our first fruits AND our
offerings (Nehemiah 12:44). Our giving is a sign of our obedience to God
and the growth of His kingdom here on earth.
A. True
B. False

